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ABSTRACT
Reactive behaviour in Belief Desire Intention (BDI)-based models
and architectures adopted in agent programming is typically spec-
ified in terms of reactive plans not bound to any specific goal. In
this paper, we present and discuss an extension of the plan model
used in BDI programming languages in which goal-based plans
encapsulate both proactive and reactive behaviour. This brings im-
portant benefits both to the practice of agent programming and in
supporting agent reasoning at runtime. The approach is evaluated
through concrete implementations based on two existing agent
programming platforms, namely Jason and ASTRA.
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1 PLAN ENCAPSULATION IN BDI AGENT
PROGRAMMING

Plans have a key role in programming BDI agents [10], regard-
less of the particular implementation or agent programming lan-
guage/platform considered. Plans define the agent know-how, they
express a course of action that can be used to bring about a state-
of-affairs, particularly those that are desirable to the agent, hence
plans have a strong relation to goal-orientation. A plan has either
a goal to achieve or to maintain and so they form an essential part
of agents’ behaviour.
Proc. of the 19th International Conference on Autonomous Agents and Multiagent Systems
(AAMAS 2020), B. An, N. Yorke-Smith, A. El Fallah Seghrouchni, G. Sukthankar (eds.), May
9–13, 2020, Auckland, New Zealand. © 2020 International Foundation for Autonomous
Agents and Multiagent Systems (www.ifaamas.org). All rights reserved.

Listing 1 Jason implementation of CNP initiator
1 +!cnp(I,Task) <- announce_cfp(I,Task); !bids(I).
2

3 +!bids(I) <- .at("now +4 seconds", { +!contract(I) }).
4

5 +propose(I,_) : all_ans(I) <- !contract(I).
6 +refuse(I) : all_ans(I) <- !contract(I).
7

8 +!announce_cfp(I,Task) <- ...
9 +!contract(I) : not .intend(contract(I)) <- ...

The plan model adopted in all concrete BDI-based computational
platforms — from the very early days (e.g., PRS [7], dMARS [4],
AgentSpeak(L) [9], JAM [6], JACK [13], and SPARK [8]) to more re-
cent programming languages (e.g., CAN [11], Jason [1], ASTRA [2],
and Gwendolen [3]) — have pitfalls that long-term experience has
helped surface. This paper in particular focusses on issues that
concern plan encapsulation. For plan encapsulation here we refer to
how much a developer can include/encapsulate — when defining
a plan — aspects that concerns both the state of affairs for which
the plan has been devised and the strategy to bring about it. In that
concern, the plan model that comes from the original dMARS spec-
ification [4] — adopted by all BDI-based computational platforms —
suffers of two main weaknesses, described in the following.

The first is about the possibility to have plans without explicit
goals. In the basic plan model, a plan can be triggered by a trig-
ger or invocation condition [12] which specifies the circumstances
under which the plan should be considered relevant. The invoca-
tion condition could be both events concerning new goals or belief
changes related to percepts from the environment or data in gen-
eral. The latter case makes it possible to define reactive behaviours
and data/event-driven processing. Listing 1 shows an example in
Jason of an agent playing the role of initiator in a Contract Net
Protocol [5]. The agent program includes a plan used to handle
a new goal to achieve (+!cnp(I,Task) in line 1), plans handling
subgoals (+!bids, +!contract), and plans that define the reactive
behaviour used to handle new proposals (+propose(I,_) and re-
fuses ((+refuse(I,_)). At runtime, for example, when an agent
perceives a new proposal (+propose(I,_)), a new intention is cre-
ated to carry on the execution of the plan. The problem is that
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this intention is goal-less, i.e., it does not have an explicit “state of
affairs” associated to it. In plans triggered by invocation conditions
that concern environment/data events, the state of affairs remains
implicit, in the mind of the designer. However, in the practice of
agent programming, even purely reactive behaviours (e.g., a robot
reacting to a low-battery charge event) are always targeted to some
task devised at the design level (e.g., a maintenance task to keep
the battery level not lower than some threshold).

The second issue, which is related to the first one, is about the
impossibility to encapsulate reactive behaviour in the body of a
plan. In the basic plan model, the body of a plan defines a potentially
quite complex course of actions which may consist of both goals
(or subgoals) and primitive actions [12]. In many relevant cases in
practice (such as the CNP example), such a recipe may include the
capability to asynchronously react to events from the environment,
mixing proactive and reactive behaviour, but in the context of the
same intention. The model for plans (body) in BDI, i.e., a sequence
of actions and (sub-)goals, does not make this straightforward. If we
need to react to some event 𝑒 in the context of a plan to achieve some
goal𝐺 , then a different plan specifying 𝑒 as the triggering condition
must be used. The effect is a poor level of encapsulation about the
plan strategy, which must be necessarily specified in terms of a set
of unrelated plans. As in the previous case, the relation between
the plans is in the mind of the designer, but is neither expressed
explicitly in the source code nor is it captured by intentions at
runtime. This characteristic limits the agent reasoning about its
own intentions.

2 AN EXTENSION OF THE PLAN MODEL
To deal with these issues, we propose an extension of the plan
model adopted in BDI agents which:

• enforces goal/task orientation, that is: every plan 𝑝 has an
explicit account for the task 𝑡 to be either achieved or main-
tained. The unique invoking condition is always a goal/task
to be achieved or maintained. This implies that every inten-
tion at runtime — as a plan in execution — is bound to an
explicit goal.

• extends the plan specification to include both subplans and
reactive behaviour, besides a plan body having sequences
of actions and subgoals, so as to get full encapsulation of
proactivity and reactivity in the definition of the strategy of
a plan.

We defined an abstract formal language to capture the main
aspects of the extension, including a new reasoning cycle extending
the traditional one. The abstract language has been used then as a
reference to implement and experiment with the model in concrete
agent programming platforms. In particular, two extensions have
been developed: Jason(ER) and ASTRA(ER), available as an open-
source project.1

To have a taste of the extension, in the following we revisit the
CNP example in Jason(ER) — other examples are available in the
project distribution. Listing 2 shows the CNP program in Jason(ER).
In this version, the plan to achieve the goal of running a CNP
encapsulates a main body (line 5) and three sub-plans (lines 7–15).
The plan to achieve goal bids (lines 7–12) encapsulates as well
1https://github.com/agentspeakers

Listing 2 Jason(ER) implementation of CNP initiator
1 all_ans(I) :- ... // true if all participants answered
2

3 // plan to achieve goal cnp, I identifies a CNP instance
4 +!cnp(I,Task) {
5 <- announce_cfp(I,Task); !bids(I); !contract(I).
6

7 +!bids(I) {
8 <- .wait(4000); .done.
9 // reaction to event of new proposal / refusal
10 +propose(I,_) : all_ans(I) <- .done.
11 +refuse(I) : all_ans(I) <- .done.
12 }
13

14 +!announce_cfp(I,Task) <- ...
15 +!contract(I) <- ...
16 }
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Figure 1: Jason(ER) performance evaluation.

both proactive and reactive behaviours. The former as a sequence
of actions (the body) and the latter as a set of (encapsulated) reactive
rules. The reaction to answers is defined in the context of the goals
bids and cnp. An agent knows therefore why (for which goal) it is
executing those reactive rules.

First benchmarks show that the implementation of the exten-
sion does not negatively impact on the agent performance. 2 We
evaluated how the approach scales considering a MAS that concur-
rently runs 𝑛 CNPs. It is expected that the time required to finish
𝑛 CNPs increases linearly on 𝑛. The MAS has one agent playing
initiator and eleven playing participant. Only the initiator uses
the new features of Jason(ER) as shown in Listing 2. The result of
the experiment, shown in Figure 1, confirms that Jason(ER) scales
linearly on the number of CNPs, getting even better performances
than the original Jason version. Similar results are obtained with
ASTRA(ER).

3 FUTUREWORK
Future work includes implementing the model in other languages
and further evaluating its performance. More importantly, we aim
to develop more complex systems with the extended languages in
order to fully assess the practical impact of our approach on agent
development.
2Benchmarks (source code) are available at https://github.com/agentspeakers
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